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Simple Plans, No Contract, No Establishment and Hidden Fees The All India Reporter, 1932 - Bombay Section, Contains full reports on all reportable judgments of the Bombay High Court, Reported in (1) I.L.R. 56 Bombay, (2) 34 Bombay Law Reporter, (3) 17 &amp; 18 All India Criminal Reports, (4) 33 Criminal Law Journal, (5) 135 to 140 Indian Cases, (6) 1932 Criminal Cases
with extra Judgments, Citation: A.I.R. 1932 Please Log-in to view this content. If you are not a registered user, please register first and then use the email ID and password to log in. Source: South Asia Archive AIROnline 2020 SC 839 Supreme Court Of India Hon'ble Judge(s): Ashok Bhushan, R. Subhash Reddy, M. R. Shah VENKATESAN BALASUBRAMANIYAN v.
INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, D.R.I. BANGALORE CRIMINAL APPEAL - 801 of 2020, decided on 20/11/2020 adding tags for The criminal law journal: a monthly legal publication containing full reports of all reported criminal cases of the high courts, etc., in India.. Be the first. A revolutionary eReader from India's leading legal information provider! We humbly dedicate this website to
our founder, Late Shri V. V. Chitaley, whose vision we appreciate and try to expand. One hundred years ago, The All India Reporter (AIR) was conceived as a legal magazine reporting cases with their head notes from all the High Courts across India and the Privy Council. Given the infrastructural facilities in Nagpur, it was a Herculean task, but our founder accepted this task with
a selfless aim to serve his brothers in the legal fraternity. At that time, such a comprehensive journal of cases from all over India was not available. As a practicing successful lawyer, he understood the needs of the lawyers. Its goal was therefore fast, accurate and reliable reporting at the best price. The All India Reporter can be proud as an organization with all humility, as a
pioneer in the field of legal publications and for the revolutionization of the legal publication sector. Apart from the first and only Pan-India Law Reports release, we owe a lot of firsts. The AIR Manual series, digests on various topics, exhaustive and most researched comments on different acts and topics were all published under the AIR banner. With the advent of e-medium as a
reliable and convenient information transfer mode, AIR has entered the e-database segment. All our magazines, publications and databases are now available on the CD Rom as well as on the web medium. AIR is present in all three media for the transmission of information - print, CD Rome and web services, making it a very robust and virile law publication house that responds
to the needs of the market without the core belief in optimal quality at all. all costs. Apart from editorial excellence, AIR has always believed in the philosophy of the founder Optimum Service At The Most Economical Price. Although this mantra is now these values were imprinted by the founder more than ten decades ago in all management practices, when we were operating in
an almost monopolistic market. And ten decades later, we are still guided by the gospel preached and practiced by our founder. His living testimony is the incredible wealth of information we provide to all our patrons at the industry's most economical subscription prices. We can also boast of having the entire infrastructure of publishing our publications under one roof. From
receiving the verdicts from all over India to their processing, preliminary work, printing, post-press activities and eventual dispatch - all these activities are carried out under one roof. We have the readership of nearly 1 million readers and send out nearly 100,000 books per month. The market and the need for a reliable and economical source of information are growing and we
want to provide the best possible service. We invite you to be a part of this growth saga and to be a part of this living legend. Legend.
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